Brooklyn Packers
A Worker-Owned Cooperative
What We Do

• Source
• Pack
• Deliver
Sourcing

Distributors
Aggregators
Farmers
Packing
Delivery
Last Mile

P.S. 21 Crispus Attucks presents
Farm to School

Seasonal fruits and vegetables delivered from local farms in New York State

Sign up today to receive weekly bags of fresh, seasonal fruits and vegetables.

Pay with EBT, Health bucks, cash or debit card.

Visit the school store or contact Ms. McLeoud at (718) 493-9681 for more information.
In Addition.....

• Optimize Physical Space and Workflow
• Leverage our Personal Relationships with Farms and other Sources for Favorable Pricing

We Are Happy!

- Sustainable Revenue
- Jobs
- Ownership
- Wealth Building
And It Allows For....

Connections
Neighborhoods
Farmers
Drivers
Makers
Consumers
Eateries

Relationships To Food and Each Other
Strengthening the Supply Chain

What do farmers need?

- Sell all the produce they grow in a timely manner
- Not be overwhelmed with distribution logistics
- Timely Payments
- Crop planning
- Flexible buyers

What do Small businesses/Small Scale Food producers need?

- Low or no minimums in purchasing
- Access to seasonal produce
- Delivery of produce

What do Individuals of all income level need?

- Access to fresh local produce at affordable rates
- Tips on how to use unfamiliar produce
- Community aspect / Commons
How to Meet All These Groups Needs?

MICRO HUBS

What is a Micro Food Hub?

Allows one local place for farmers to drop off goods

Wholesale buying for small scale food businesses

Hub can also distribute food shares to the community in a CSA format or as a store front

Incubation Space for Other Food Related Business
Steph Wiley
Steph@BrooklynPackers.com
917 340-5235